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a b s t r a c t

Knowing the structure of a protein is essential to characterize its function and mechanism at the mo-
lecular level. Despite major advances in solving structures experimentally, most membrane protein
native conformations remain unknown. This lack of available structures, along with the physical con-
straints imposed by the lipid bilayer environment, constitutes a difficulty for the modeling of membrane
protein structures. Assessing the quality of membrane protein models is therefore critical.

Using a non-redundant set of 66membrane protein structures (41 alpha and 25 beta), we have developed
an empirical energy function for the structural assessment of alpha-helical and beta-sheet transmembrane
domains. This statistical potential quantifies the interatomic distance between residues located in the lipid
bilayer. To minimize the problem of insufficient sampling, we have used kernel density estimations of the
distance distributions. Following a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure, we show that our method
outperforms current statistical potentials in discriminating correct from incorrect membrane protein
models. Furthermore, the comparison of our distance-dependent statistical potentialwith one optimized on
globular proteins provides insights into the rules by which residues interact within the lipid bilayer.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. and Soci�et�e Française de Biochimie et Biologie Mol�eculaire (SFBBM). All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction

Advances in computational modeling of protein molecules have
greatly facilitated access to tridimensional structure information,
by enabling prediction of protein conformations and by acceler-
ating the final steps of their experimental determination. Extending
the available structural data to more proteins would improve our
understanding of their biological functions and would enable the
design of peptides and proteins with medical or industrial
applications.

Membrane proteins account for more than 25% of all human
proteins and nearly 50% of current and future drug targets [1,2], but
structural data exist for only ~400 of these proteins (http://www.
blanco.biomol.uci.edu/mpstruc/). Many comparative modeling

methods can be applied to membrane proteins, e.g., GPCR struc-
tures [3], but they only cover a few of them (~10% of all human
membrane proteins), due to the small number of available template
structures [4]. Current methods of de novo protein structure pre-
diction have been adapted to membrane proteins, whether they be
based on energy minimization [5,6], fragment search [7] or
coevolution, the latter having recently been used to predict the
structures of large proteins with unprecedented precision [8,9].

To be useful, a protein structural model must be close enough to
the native conformation, which is considered to be the one that has
the lowest Gibbs free energy in the native conditions [10,11]. An
accurate free energy potential would therefore enable to distin-
guish between correct and incorrect structural models. Physics-
based potentials, which are developed from molecular mechanics
calculations, like CHARMM [12], Amber [13] or GROMOS [14] force
fields, can be used to evaluate structural model quality. Besides,
there are statistical potentials, which are scoring functions built
from the statistical analysis of experimentally determined protein
structures and for which the global minimum corresponds to the
native conformation [15,16]. These empirical energy functions
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outperform physics-based potentials in assessing protein model
quality [17e21], as in many other molecular modeling domains,
such as ab initio protein folding [22e28], proteineprotein docking
[29,30] and fold recognition [31e33]. The latest type of scoring
functions are composite methods, which combine into a single
score several quality measures based on different structural fea-
tures, such as interatomic distance, solvent accessibility or sec-
ondary structure [34e38], several training methods having been
used to optimally weigh the individual contributions to the total
score, including advanced machine learning methods, such as
neural networks or support vector machines.

Membrane protein structures could be directly assessed using
statistical potentials developed so far. However, these potentials are
optimized on water-soluble proteins and describe the effect of a
homogeneous 'implicit' solvent on atomic interactions. Therefore,
since membrane proteins are shared between two environments,
aqueous and organic, currently available statistical potentials would
likely fail to correctly assess membrane protein structures. They
would also fail because, given their optimization on globular pro-
teins, these statistical potentials donot take into account the specific
distribution of amino acids inmembrane proteins resulting from the
physical constraints imposed by the lipid bilayer environment.
Building a statistical potential from a set of membrane proteins
would probably improve the quality assessment of membrane
protein structures. Nevertheless, given the few native structures
available, this would likely require to solve a problem of insufficient
sampling. While several single- and multiple-component scoring
functions have been developed specifically for membrane proteins
[39e44], only one statistical potential has been dedicated to the
model quality assessment of alpha-helical and beta-sheet mem-
brane protein models (MEMEMBED [45]). This method depends on
the membrane depth of residues and uses two separate pseudo-
energy matrices for alpha and beta protein structures.

In this article, we present the first empirical energy function
optimized on both alpha and beta membrane proteins structures
(MAIDEN, Model quality Assessment for Intramembrane Domains
using an ENergy criterion). Our statistical potential quantifies the
interatomic distance between all 20 standard residue types and
focuses on intramembrane residues. To overcome the problem of
undersampling, a smoothing of each interatomic distance distri-
bution has been performed using kernel density estimations. The
efficiency of MAIDEN has been evaluated on i) 700 predicted
alpha-helical and beta-sheet protein structures built by compar-
ative modeling and representing 76 unique membrane protein
targets, and ii) 15340 models generated by (and published along
with) the de novo prediction method for membrane protein
structures EVfold_membrane [8]. We also have evaluated the ef-
ficiencies of two other methods: the above-mentioned mem-
brane-specific MEMEMBED and DOPE [46], one of the most cited
statistical potential, integrated to the widely-used MODELLER
program [47,48]. Thus, compared with these two quality assess-
ment programs, MAIDEN is more efficient in discriminating cor-
rect from incorrect models of membrane proteins, for both alpha-
helical and beta-sheet intramembrane domains. Finally, the simi-
larity between the formalisms of DOPE and MAIDEN, two
distance-dependent statistical potentials, opens the door for
physico-chemical interpretation of their performance, by
comparing their pseudo-energy profiles.

2. Methods

2.1. Set of native membrane protein structures

The set of structures used for the calculation of MAIDEN con-
tains 66 representative structures (41 alpha and 25 beta) from the

PDBTM database [49] determined by crystallography at �2.5 Å
resolution and with an R-factor �0.3 (Table S2). These represen-
tative structures share no more than 30% sequence identity with
each other. The list was culled by entries from 1709 PDBTM struc-
ture files, using the PISCES server [50,51].

It has recently been shown that fold conservation in trans-
membrane regions requires less sequence identity than for water-
soluble proteins [52]. Indeed, the hydrophobic residues in the
membrane can changewithout altering the conformation, resulting
in similar membrane protein structures that have much lower
sequence identities than for globular proteins. Therefore, after
having filtered the sequence redundancy with PISCES, we further
reduced the redundancy of the optimization dataset in terms of
structural similarity, in order to avoid overfitting and consequent
overestimation of the performance. Thus, guided by the classifica-
tion of the Orientations of Proteins in Membranes (OPM) database
[53], we discarded from our training set proteins with striking
structural similarities.

The assignments of intramembrane residues were obtained
using the TMDET web server [54].

2.2. Calculating MAIDEN

Our statistical potential of mean force quantifies pairwise
interatomic distances. Like most of the well-established statistical
potentials, MAIDEN is calculated by applying the inverse Boltz-
mann law to discrete distance distributions derived from a sample
of native structures [16]. Thus, the interaction potential of two atom
types i and j is estimated as:

ui;jðdÞ ¼ �kBT ln

"
f OBSi;j ðdÞ
f REFðdÞ

#

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the Kelvin tempera-
ture. fi,jOBS(d) is the observed frequency of finding two atom types i
and j within a distance bin [d, d þ Dd] in native protein confor-
mations. fREF(d), called the reference state, is the expected fre-
quency of finding two atom types i and j within the distance bin in
random protein conformations without specific interactions be-
tween the amino acids. The reference state aims at eliminating the
pairwise correlations of atoms not due to physical interactions.
Proximate amino acids in primary sequence have geometrically
constrained interatomic distances, due to the covalent peptide
bonds between adjacent residues. Therefore, ui;jðdÞ is calculated
between atoms more than 4 residues apart, in order to reduce the
geometrical bias introduced by sequence proximity. fi,jOBS(d) and
fREF(d) are calculated by Ni,j(d)/SdNi,j(d) and by Si,jNi,j(d)/SdSi,jNi,j(d),
respectively, where Ni,j(d) is the number of atom type pairs (i, j) at a
distance d within [d, d þ Dd]. For the optimization of MAIDEN,
while the reference state was calculated for all atom types, fi,jOBS(d)
was calculated only for Ca. Thus, 20 atom types were considered for
fi,j
OBS(d) and 167 atom types were considered for fREF(d) (e.g., 11
atom types for the arginine: R-N, R-CA, R-CB, R-CG, R-CD, R-NE, R-
CZ, R-NH1, R-NH2, R-C and R-O). Calculations were simplified by
considering kBT equal to 1. A maximumvalue of u had to be defined,
due to the fact that no atomic pair is observed for short distance
bins, which would result in divisions by 0 when calculating the
corresponding pseudo-energies. Thus, we set the upper limit of u at
10, an arbitrary value in the same order of magnitude as the vari-
ation amplitude of all pairwise potentials. For membrane proteins,
a number of experimental and theoretical structures available are
backbones or ‘Ca-only’. MAIDEN only uses Ca to assess a model,
which makes our method compatible with low resolution
structures.
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